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MODEL AIRPLANE CONSTRUCTION AN]) FLYING 

IN THE INDUSTRIAL ARTS PROGRAM 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The phase of educational activity known as guidance has developed 

to the point where its total philosophy is creating a noticeable 

impact in current thinking . For years much has been said and writ ten 

about guidance programs and their relation to the development of the 

individual. Yet, as with so many philosophies dealing with education, 

it has languished in its very complexity. Recently, steps have been 

taken to re-evaluate, define and develop an effective and practical 

outlook on guidance services in the public schools. 

Each service provided by the guidance program re-emphasizes or 

is compatible with every objective which has been accepted in education 

in years past, The development of the individua]. person in accordance 

with his interests, abilities and aptitudes, particularly in relation 

to the opportunities which exist for that individual, is the goal of 

every system of instruction. It is becoming increasingly important 

that each individual becomes a contributing member of society and this 

can be accomplished only through careful planning. Formerly it required 

no special effort to secure a satisfactory place in the world of work. 

Regulations, requirements, prerequisites, preliminary investigations, 

qualifications and certifications within occupations were not quite so 

demanding and explicit as they are today. Modern society is so imbued 

with change, technological and social, that every phase of life is 

being continually goaded with change. The atomic era produces no 
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foundation for complacent musings. Its very nature implies a new 

tomorrow. 

The important thing to remember, finally, is that guidance within 

the school alone cannot suffice to produce an individual completely 

equipped for the adult world. The nation recognizes that the tota]. 

responsibility for satisfactory social and emotional adjustment of the 

individual has been shifted from the home to the school. Now the 

school must shift this responsibility back again, but not to the home 

alone; it must be to the community as weUL In accepting the greater 

challenges of modern education at the saine time, the school will not 

be avoiding its duty. It will merely bring the proper balance of 

forces into play. The moral attitudes and behavior of students belong 

to the school, community and home alike. 

Hobbies and Leisure-time Activities 
as an Integrating Factor 

There have been many panaceas for the ills of society. The school 

is no less guilty in this respect. As the modern world creates more 

leisure time for everyone, however, some of these cures must produce 

results instead of merely pxviding a treatment. The patient cannot 

wait for lengthy treatment in a world which has no tomorrow. None will 

deny that the effective use of leisure time represents a recognizable 

goal of the school. But again, merely talking about an objective is an 

exceedingly passive approach. It was suggested earlier that this same 

attitude once prevailed toward concepts of guidance. When guidance 
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becories so synonymous with education that it is integrated into the 

overall educational process, it wiU serve its fullest purpose with 

the least effort. The same is true ol' the leisure-time objective. 

When educators accept this promising portion of the individual1 s waking 

hours and help him to do something with this time in terms of his 

abilities and opportunities, the school will have an effective force 

toward a better adjustment of the individual in his environment. 

Teachers must become aware of the value of satisfactory work experience, 

successful social adjustment and worth-while recreation and relaxation. 

Together, these factors produce a healthy and happy individual. This 

person then becons the foundation for a better America. 

Need for Experimentation and Study in the Field 

Model airplane construction and flying can become a worth-while 

leisure-time activity and also serve an important place in the education- 

al process. With its present rate of growth, however, it is an activity 

vthich is "running away with itself" . It is a patient with growing 

pains. Since it can be so important to American youth, it is well for 

the school to step in, serving as a clinic, observing, testing and 

assisting with a cure. An activity such as this should not grow up 

ttljke Topsy"; it should be wisely directed to best serve the needs of 

youth. Brown (6, p.I.2) found that model airplanes occupied first place 

among the choices of 2350 students in a certain California school who 

mentioned over two hundred activities as main hobbies. He also found 

that the teachers in the same school, who were surveyed at the sanie 



time, were holding classes in "home mechanics, auto mechanics and 

model airplanes" (6, p.6) fLta1ics not in original quotation] as 

leisure-time activity periods. Most educators contend, even when an 

interest and need such as this exists, that there are two primary 

objections to an active promotion of hobbies and leisure-time activi- 

ties: (1) the teacher has little time beyond the scope of his normal 

duties and responsibilities, and (2) the teacher may not be prepared 

for the particular activities desired by the pupils. The solution of 

these two problems seems to be foremost from the educational standpoint. 

Another distinct problem which requires further study and final 

action bythe school concerns city and community bans against model 

flying. These bans are obviously due to one major criticism of this 

type of model-building activity; namely, the noise which troubles resi- 

dents near to the flying area and the danger which flying models present 

to spectators, and to young children in parbicular. The advent ol' 

miniature two-cycle engines made this criticism inevitable . Enthusiasts 

who fly models wLth motors reved to the maximum and those who fly them 

at all hours of the day, holidays and Sundays included, are simply 

calling upon the vrath of the citizenry. Regardless of these t1crimes 

against society", the total ban by community governments is an enigma 

to our educational process It smacks of the totalitarian authority 

which rules with little concern for the future welfare of those most 

directly concerned. On the one hand, it solves one social problem but 

at the same time, it creates another and usually more critical one. By 

assuaging the one element, it completely disregards the other, 
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apparently oblivious to the real needs of these youth. This foments 

an unhealthy attitude in the minds of those affected most--the modelers. 

A ban of this sort must present an alternative; yet such an alternative 

is rarely given. Therefore, we have a further cause for experimentati 

and study. Communities must be stimulated to work intimately with 

young people and to solve these problems cooperatively and jointly for 

the mutual satisfaction of all. 

In 1933 when the tigas_jobil first appeared, the hobby which had 

previously attracted school-age boys caught and held the attention of 

older ttboystt . Today there is a near balance in numbers between young 

flyers and old. Even this has created several problems which the school 

can assist in solving. The school can either open up its facilities to 

fathers and sons alike or it can encourage active community support of 

such father-son activities. A workshop is required and should be pro- 

vided for all who will respect its privileges. If the school cannot 

provide the facilities, a local service organization can often be per- 

suaded to establish a workshop for model enthusiasts. Secondly, the 

ttcooperatjofltl of father and son in model competitions has caused an 

upheaval in modeling ranks. As in other recognized sports and contests, 

competition has been restricted to amateurs in the strictest sense. In 

recent contests, there have been many cases where fathers or older 

flyers and builders have been implicated in unîairly assisting ttjuniorll 

in flying events. When a community and school offers no concerted 

program for this type of model enthusiasm, what else can be expected? 

Father needs guidance as well as son 
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ttprofessjona1jsmt among modelers has created another obstacle to 

a healthy growth of this most important leisure-time activity. The 

professional is an expert modeler who uses his skill in competing 

against amateurs while actively engaged within the model airplane 

industry. The effect upon less experienced competitors has been dis- 

astrous. A set of codes must be established for this expanding activity 

and where can initial fair-play, sportsmanship, and honesty be instilled 

best? Obviously, among carefully planned youth organizations supported 

by the entire counnunity, the school and the home with the full, sympa- 

thetic understanding of every adult. 

Purpose of This Study 

The initial strength of this trpe of study is in the knowledge 

gained by a teacher of the importance of a craft or activity in the 

community, the school and the home. In revealing the ramifications of 

one activity, he will inevitably apply these principles and observatis 

to all. The fundamental concepts of organization, control, public- 

relations , financial support , program planning and motivation will apply 

to all clubs alike . Many books on club work have been written and are 

valuable as a guide for the teacher and counselor. There is urifortu- 

nately no substitute for practical experience. The knowledge acquired 

in this study may be a valuable supplement to the practical experience 

which is necessary to insure the success of any school or club program. 

There are four points to be considered: 
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1. To examine the concepts of model aircraft 

construction and flying which have been developed 

during the past ten years. 

2 To promote model aircraft construction and 

flying as a medium of instruction in the 

industrial arts program. 

3. To show how model aircraft construction and 

flying meets the objectives of industrial arts. 

L. To ascertain the status of model aircraft 

construction and flying in 19S0 as compared 

with l9LjO. 

Methods Employed in the Study 

There were four practical approaches in considering each of the 

four purposes of the study. They would be accomplished by: 

1. Examining current literature, planning, design 

and engineering; attending model airplane club 

meetings and/or interviewing club members or 

individuals intimately acquainted with developments 

of this period; constructing and flying recent 

types of models, particularly control-line and 

inevitably, jet-propelled models. 

2. Discussing the practical aspects of model 

aircraft construction and flying as a community 

activity which requires school support and 
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sponsorship. 

3. Examining the implications of model aircraft 

construction and flying and comparing these with 

current objectives. 

L.. Surveying typical organizations and clubs in the 

states of California, Oregon and Washington, 

which are concerned primarily or indirectly with 

this activity. 

Limitations of This Study 

This study is limited to the three west coast states of Washington, 

California and Oregon. While it is recognized that this limits the 

number of returns obtainable through a questionnaire, it still provides 

a generous sampling of the nature of activities of the west coast area. 

At the same time, the returns, however limited, provide a concrete 

picture of model airplane club activities in the most rapidly growing 

section of the United States. 

A further limitation was discovered when the authors found that 

no cumulative data on model clubs exist other than that kept by the 

Academy of Model Aeronautics, Washington, D. C. However, all the 

information this organization furnished is accurate and pertinent. An 

additional list of clubs was eventually found in one of the current 

issues of Air Trails agazine. The Roster of American Model Aero Club5 

which appeared in this issue offered an opportunity to enlarge upon the 

survey and to improve its effectiveness. 



In spite of these limitations, the actual response, while not as 

large as anticipated, has provided valuable data for school-community 

planning. It is believed that the number of responses is adequate for 

ascertaining general trends. There is some uniformity in the nature of 

the problems stated by the clubs and this may serve to guide future 

work and planning in club orgauizations by schools and communities. 

Definition of Terms Employed in the Study 

Air-age Education is a term loosely applied to all inlormation 

imparted to individuals, whether of school age or beyond, which is 

related to the significance, function and operation of the airplane in 

modern life. Its importance is well described by a Denver Public 

School pamphlet which says: 

Concepts of space and time, of wind and weather, 
of political and social barriers, and of economic 
relationships are being redefined. In the wide 
world and in the small neighborhood the patterns 
of living are being made anew. 

In this redirection of living, the school must have 
its share. The teaching of social studies, language, 
geography, mathematics, and the arts should be 
different because of the new responsibility of study- 
ing and clarifying the problems of the air age. 
Children and young people must be helped to feel 
the new forces at work and to see how the airplane 
is changing the world in which they live. (9, p.1) 

The terms hobby, craft , avocation and leisure-time activity are 

not generally used in a strict interpretation. Super (26) uses this 

same flexibility in terms throughout his book and does not attempt to 

define the terms or to limit them by definition. Among model airplane 
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builders, a hobby is a hand-craft which requires the development of the 

highest skills in manipulative work, in addition to the application of 

studies, and scientific principles combined with practical experience 

in the field. The authors will use the terms to denote the building 

and construction theme in contrast to the collecting, reading, playing 

and 'killing time" characteristics which many prefer for the use of 

their leisure time. 
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CHAPTER II 

Historical Background of Model Aviation 

By looking back over the history of the development of model 

airplane construction and flying, a broader concept of the importance 

of model construction and flying can be gained. Model airplane con- 

stnction and flying has stimulated young people to embark on a life- 

time career along these lines. It has promoted a hobby which has 

profoundly influenced worthy home membership, good citizenship and 

other desirable social aspects. It has advanced research, given new 

insight into complex theories and made possible more rapid strides in 

the improvement of modern aviation. 

Unfortunately, no comprehensive study of the history of model 

aviation has ever been made. This conclusion was reached after con- 

suiting both the Air Age, Inc., publishers and the energetic Academy 

of Model Aeronautics, Washington, D. C., leaders in this field. 

However, it was felt that a substantial contribution could be made by 

endeavoring to bring together a few gleanings from various sources, 

primarily from the authors' ovm background and experience and from a 

collection of' notes ai magazine articles systematically retained over 

the years. 
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First Model Airplanes 

Early historical records, and legends too, have described the 

attempts of man in various lands to endeavor to fly. "Egyptian stone 

relics show winged men; even animals not so endowed by nature are 

depicted with wings. They evidently bear some relationship thus far 

unexplained to these efforts of man at conquest." (7, p.9) 

Leonardo daVinci, although a great artist, is given credit for 

being the first real student of flight. He did more than speculate on 

theories. He studied carefully the structure of birds' wings and. made 

sketches and drawings of several devices relative to man flying. He 

wrote several treatises on this subject. This was approximately lIj.95 

to 1OO. "Fie gave much time and thought to mechanical devices for 

flying and even constructed models of paper and wire, operated by 

springs, using the helicopter principle of lifting, of which he may be 

said to be the inventor." (7, p.L2) DaVinci can be credited with being 

the first builder of model airplanes, one who held the vision of apply- 

ing the models to the actual flight of man. 

During the later part of the Seventeenth Century, Borelli, an 

Italian professor of mathematics, became concerned with movements of 

birds' wings and constructed several models only to resolve that it 

was not possible for man through muscular effort alone to simulate these 

motions. This negative attitude was surpassed by his contributions 

toward a discussion of landing at slow speeds and his theories were 

widely used for two hundred years. In 1680, Robert Hooke, an English 

scientist, reaffirmed the stand that flight had to be made through the 
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use of some external driving force, that human agencies alone would 

not suffice. So, the ornithopter or flapping viing was discarded as a 

source of man's flight. 

Just previous to the Nineteenth Century, man found himself aloft 

by using the balloon; but he did not like this device which left him 

powerless to control flight. In 1768, Paucton designed on paper a 

flying machine fitted with screws . Sir George Cayley made a working 

model of a device using that principle. Cayley's model was a simple 

helicopter with feathered screws or propellers. In 1809, he advocated 

the use of a plane surface, which would oppose the resistance of the 

air while moving forward under power and support itself in flight. His 

other ideas included progressively (1) elastic forms of' wings driven by 

screws, (2) flat wings not as desirable as rigid curved surfaces, 

(3) hinged control surfaces to move laterally and horizontally to secure 

directional control, ()) setting ings at a dihedral angle providing 

inherent lateral stability, () use of some internal combustion engine 

for powering aircraft. The English squire is given credit for being 

the "Father of Aeronautics." Many models were built by his contempo- 

raries illustrating these principles. Degen in 1816 and Sarto in 1823 

constructed models on Cayley's principle of the helicopter. In l842, 

Phillip built a steam driven model of a helicopter which is said to 

have flown. 

Cayley's work was taken up more concretely by William Hensen and 

John Stringfeflow in l812-t. Their aeroplane was tried out by the use 

of a working model, a monoplane using two screws or propellers driven 



by a steam engine . Later, String.fellow in i8!8 is credited wLth the 

first flight recorded for a power-driven aircraft, one weighing from 

8-12 lb and powered v±th a 1/3 hp motor. In 1889, Charles A. Parsons, 

a noted marine turbine engineer, built a compact and efficient steam 

engine and a small monoplane with an il ft span and 2 ft chord. The 

small engine is said to have developed O lb per square inch working 

force and the model, weighing only three and one-half pounds made 

flights of one hundred yards or more. 

The great pioneers, Langley, Maxim, and Lilienthal followed these 

early successes vith more valuable contributions but their s.iccess was 

built on firm foundations. The foundations were insured through the 

use of model aeroplanes as described and the value of these models to 

solve the mysteries of flight cannot be overlooked then or even today. 

The model aeroplane is a valuable instrument which will inevitably 

advance youthts knowledge of the science of aerodynamics. 

The Pioneers of Aviation 

After the groundwork was laid, studies in aviation took place 

more rapidly. Simultaneously, Professor Sann..el P. Langley, head of 

the Smithsonian Institute, and Sir Hiram S. Maxim of England began 

work attempting to solve the problems of mechanical flight. Langley's 

efforts began largely with the construction of models. In May, 1896, 

a steam driven model of the conventional type (rigid supporting 

surfaces, and propellers) flew for a half mile. His larger copies, 

designed to carry a man, were unsuccessful. Langley died soon after he 
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gave up his costly experiments. Tragically, it was a prototype of 

this same machine that Glen Curtiss flew successfully in l9iL. Langley 

contributed much in the way of scientific experimentation, "laying the 

real corner-stone of the Science of Aerodynamics.' (8, p.1t2). Maxim, 

after sorne experimentation, created a huge biplane which developed so 

much lift that it took off on its trial run. This was more than was 

apparently anticipated and when the expected control by the launching 

gear was lost, it crashed and Maxim too had to give up his expensive 

trials. 

Lilienthal and Chanute in the end of the Nineteenth Century 

experimented and flew many types of gliders with great success. 

Lilienthal proved through his flights that Cayley1s idea of curved 

surfaces was most efficient, Lilienthal first conceived the idea of 

changing the position of the body within the framework of the machine 

to control flight. Although the work of Lilienthal was not primarily 

with models, his experiments with powerless flight in gliders of all 

types without elaborate system of control proved priceless to his 

successors. Chanute used Lilienthalts techniques but eventually added 

the elevators and ailerons similar to those of present day machines. 

The work of the Wright Brothers is the story which belongs to the 

ages. They worked extensively with models and wind tunnels and their 

preliminary research lasted for several years. It is interesting to 

note that their initial interest was doubtless stimulated by the 

presence of a toy airplane which their father had given them in 1878. 

The news of the death of Lilienthal in his glider awakened their old 
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interest and they recafled the toy helicopter of their youth. Once more, 

modeling made an important contribution to history. 

Model Airplanes, l92 to 1935 

Colonel Lindbergh's famous flight in 1927 did more than stimulate 

public interest in aviation. A whole host of school-age youngsters 

began building models and the impetus which model airplanes received 

at that time has never died down. The first models were clumsy, but 

they were not too unlike their real counterparts. Beginners started 

with crude ?tsticktt models with all-balsa supporting surfaces or built- 

up wings covered with the finer grades of tissue paIr, Flying models 

were powered with rubber and flights up to 50 seconds were considered 

tops. Indoor flying was also in vogue and the planes of that year 

were quite similar to their outdoor brothers. Indoor models, however, 

could be frail and yet could be flown without fear of the elements. 

Lndoor planes of 1927 averaged about 20 to 1O seconds in the air. 

Classification of planes was as simple as the planes themselves. They 

were either "indoor" or "outdoor" planes. Scale models were prominent 

but they were craftsmen of a different type and didn't "belongt' 

according to the flying modeler. The two basic types were further 

broken dovn into all-balsa planes and built-up jobs with a framework 

which was covered with light tissue. These could be "stick models," 

"fuselage models," or "gliders." Stick models were composed of a single 

boom for the body, with the rubber motor exposed. The fuselage model 
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had the motor contained within. Planes which were propelled forward 

with the propeller in the more conventional place were called 

"tractors." If the main supporting surface was in front of the rotat- 

ing propeller, the planes were simply "pushers." Anything outside of 

this elementary classification was labefled "experimental." 

Many prominent flyers who began building models between 1927 and 

1929 belong in the model builders' hail of fame. (Many people of 1929 

and 1930 doubtless found themselves with plenty of time on their hands 

and this lack of regular jobs may have had some effect on the model 

airplane field.) Vernon Boehle of Indianapolis began building in 1929. 

Within a year, he was winning prizes and soon became a consistent 

winner. One fuselage model which he designed held for some time the 

national record of 8 minutes 32 seconds in the air and was copied by 

modelers all over the country. One of the authors of this study used 

a copy of Boehie's plane in a local elimination contest in New York and 

won a trip to the l93ti National competition in Akron, Ohio. At this 

same contest, Boehie won the outdoor stick model contest with a flight 

of l minutes. 

Gordon S. Light, a contemporary of Boehie's was also a consistent 

winner. He established a world record in 1932 with a fuselage model of 

his own design. This model reached the high, unofficial time of 51 

minutes L.2 seconds and gained an altitude of 2000 feet. In his own 

words, Light said "For a model to be a good contest performer it must 

be capable not only of delivering good flights but must deliver them 

consistently." (13, p.11) Light was true to his word. He lost five 



models in one year because they flew out of sight. 

Carl Goldberg, widely known for his work as an indoor model 

builder, is today a successful manufacturer of and dealer in model 

airplane supplies and kits, in Chicago. In 1933, he did much to cause 

anxiety in modeling circles with his repeated successes in indoor 

competition. lie became an authority on the use of "microfilm," which 

at that time was a new, transparent, light wing covering which replaced 

the lightest Japanese superfine tissues previously used on indoor 

planes. His planes in 1933 attained a time of 19 minutes indoors 

The man who put gliders into the eyes of the nation's model 

builders was Robert File, Columbus, Ohio, who, in l93L, established a 

national record of 23 minutes 13 seconds out-of-sight flight with a 37 

inch glider. One of the authors who has built this particular ship 

found it to be a most consistent flyer and no powered model can give 

the thrill of a powerless glider riding the air currents to seemingly 

magical heights. A plane of this type is launched by means of a tow- 

line, the same method used in launching man-carrying gliders. 

Gas modeling, the building of planes powered by miniature gasoline 

engines, began in 1932. Three individuals who will be remembered for 

their work in introducing gas modeling are Joe Kovel, Maxwell Bassett 

and Bill Brown, Jr. The latter is the designer and engineer of the 

famous Brown Junior 1otor which has made gas modeling possible. This 

little l/ horsepower engine was used by Bassett in his first flights 

at the 1932 Nationals at Atlantic City, New Jersey, winning fourth 

place in the fuselage event with a flight of 2 minutes 5 seconds L 
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In 1933, Bassett took first in each of four events he entered in the 

Roosevelt Field, Long Island, National Competition. His performance 

led the contest committee of the National Aeronautic Association, 

sponsor of the Nationals, to create a special event for such models 

powered by internal combustion engines. In May l93h, Bassett had some 

competition when eight models were entered in the Eastern States meet 

at Atlantic City, New Jersey. However, gas modeling was still in its 

infancy and only two made official flights. "For the first time in the 

history of model aviation in this country, more than two contestants 

entered gasoline-powered models. This type of ship was the 'hit' of 

the meet and stole the show from its rubber powered little brothers." 

(lL, p.lLt) Later that sanie year in the Nationals at Akron, Ohio, 

there were 19 entries. Eight made official flights. Great progress 

was evident during 193b and early l93. In the Eastern States Contest, 

held at Had.Iey Field, New Jersey in the summer of l93, entries were 

better designed and workmanship was improved. Joe Kovel with fifty 

models entered against him won first place in this event, with a flight 

of 6! minutes LO seconds. That record stood unbeaten for a considerable 

time I The Nationals of that year had 60 gas models in competition. 

Kovel in reviewing gas modeling events said in 1936: 

Although building and flying airplane models, powered 
by rubber motors, has long been a hobby interesting enough 
to attract a host of enthusiastic followers, it reafly 
wasn't until the midget gasoline motor made its bow that 
this activity came into its own. Fellows who expect to 
take up aviation as a career, either in the mechanical or 
engineering end of the game, can take advantage of the 
similarity between gas models and the big ships. The 
problems involved in the design of these models are the 
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same as those of man-carrying ships, and it is possible 
to test theories and principles inexpensively yet 
accurately by means of the gas model, 

The scientific aspect of the gas model, however, 
is not its only attraction. Many fellows who like to 
putter around with things that require a certain amount of 
craftsmanship, find gas model building an interesting and 
enjoyable pastime. You'll find them attending contests, 
not only to fly their ships, but also to discuss the latest 
wrinkles in the game and to exchange news and views with 
the other 'fans.' Flying these miniature airplanes is 
quite a sport ......... (li, p.23) 

National Organizations 

Several organizations have been active on a nation-wide scale, 

promoting the interests of model airplane construction and flying. 

Between 1930 and l9LtO, these organizations came and went, most of them 

lasting for merely two or three years. There were many smaller 

promotional schemes, usually by local business concerns and comxminity 

enterprises which also reaped the benefits of the integral advertising. 

Service organizations like the tuìierican Legion, Chamber of Commerce, 

and fraternal societies attempted to carrr on the work of local 

sponsors. There was still the lack of consistent national policy 

although one organization, the National Aeronautic Association, has 

been the sole representative of model airplane groups from the early 

30's to the present. 

In l93t, the N. A. A. established the Junior Membership plan. A 

comxminity could have such a group whether or not a senior chapter of 

the N. A. A. existed, but in every case the Junior organization was 
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required to have a club leader more than 21 years old officially 

appointed as N. A. A. contest director. The Association sent periodi- 

cal reports, organized contests and directed the activities of all 

units. The policy of the N. A. A. was simply that 

Model airplane builders and flyers should be 
organized into local clubs. More rapid progress is thus 
insured because of the benefits to be derived from 
profiting by each other's experiences and by comparing 
methods and models. Clubs help to spread and increase 
interest. Clubs provide contest groups, promoting 
study and giving experience in contest flying which is 
so necessary in competition. 

* * * * 

Each junior group whether a separate club or 
not, should have its own junior officers. The club 
should have as a club advisor and leader, a man of 
experience in model plane work, who can qualify for 
appointment as an N. A. A. Contest Director, Every 
community has several such men who would be willing to 
help. Manual training teachers, airport officials or 
employees, boys' leaders, Y. M. C. A. officials, and 
many others who have an enthusiastic interest in model 
airplanes, all make good advisors and leaders. This 
club leader should get right into the center of things 
and actually build and fly models along with the members. 
It is the surest way to maintain interest. (19, p.20) 

In the summer of l93 the N. A. A. proposed a plan for the 

formation of a new chapter composed of leaders in the model airplane 

field. There was no age limit and non-flyers were included if they 

were actively interested in model aviation. The objective of this 

group was to "advce model aeronautics as a science and to aid 

constructive activities employing model aircraft as one means toward 

general aeronautic education." (20, p.29) This group was to help 

bring about a closer relationship between the junior groups and the 
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parent organization. In effect, the N. A. A. was striving for an 

institute for model builders similar to the Institute of Aeronautical 

Sciences. Among the charter members of the group were Carl Goldberg, 

Gordon S. Light, and Bill Brown, all mentioned earlier in this study. 

Also included were Bruno Marchi, Bert Pond, Charles H. Grant, Nathan 

Polk, Franc Zoic, Captain Willis C. Brown, Colonel Harry Blee and 

others. (20, p.29) 

The growth of model aviation after the introduction of the t gas 

job" by Bassett and Kovel was so great that steps were taken to control 

the flying of large models which were considered a danger to life and 

property. Many communities banned these activities purely because of 

the noise of the gas engines involved, Still others objected to the 

interference with airport traffic, the flying field being such a 

convenient place to fly models. Yet, as inferred in the introduction 

of this study, these bans were unfortunate since no sympathetic 

alternative was suggested in many cases. In November, 1937, the 

N. A. A. issued this statement: 

It is most unfortunate that several state bodies 
have taken drastic action banning gas models without 
giving the activity serious study. For years, aviation 
officials have been looking for some antidote for the 
home-made, fufl-scale airplane. It has been difficult to 
give every serious minded builder the bad news that, 
regardless of what new ideas he might be attempting to 
develop, he would have to get a license to fly his 
contraption. But the gas-powered model has solved that 
problem. Flights limited as to time, in gas models - 
which of all model aircraft most nearly approach the full 
scale airplane in such important factors as weight 
distribution - leave the experimental field wide open 
for the thousands of aeronautical enthusiasts, amateur 
and professional, who desire and certainly should have 
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the opportunity to work out their ovn original ideas on 
any part of an airplane structure just so long as the 
development can be carried on with due regard for tithe 
safety of the public on the ground and aircraft in the 
air." Properly regulated gas powered activity is the 
answer. (21, p.22) 

Although the Bureau of Air Commerce in 1937 issued a proposed 

addition to their air traffic rules governing the regulation of model 

plane activities on or near airports, nothing was done officially. 

In March 1936, the publishers of Model Airplane News sponsored 

the International Gas Model Airplane Association (hereafter called 

the I.G.M.A.A.) to promote activities of all phases of gas model 

building and design, and to help young men to enlarge upon their 

knowledge of aviation. Nathan Polk was appointed Field Director for 

this organization. In a short space of five months, the organization 

"helped to unite more than one thousand builders." (15, p.14t) An 

example of an I.G.M.A.A. chapter by-laws (the New Jersey South River 

High School Chapter) is given in this article. (15, p.L3) In 1938, 

the N. A. A. transferred all activities of the I.G.M.A.A. to its ovm 

jurisdiction as a result of an affiliation. This brought about a 

composite group consisting of the Academy of Model Aeronautics, the 

Soaring Society of America, the National Intercollegiate Flying Club, 

and the newly formed Gas Model Division of the N. A. A., all under one 

parent organization. In considering this affiliation, the publishers 

of Model Airplane News said: 

With the nation's experts in the present art of model 
building, gliding and soaring and club flying joined 
together under the banner of the N. A. A., furnishing 
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the necessary technical direction, and with increased 
civic, education, government and industry support, many 
opportunities are presented for greater accomplishment 
in the yough air education and training field. (16, 
p.2S) 

New Horizons 

We have arrived at a half-way mark in this 20th Century. What lies 

ahead? An excellent review of this matter is revealed in Air Trails 

Magazine for February, 1950: 

Since the art-science-sport hobby of model airplane 
building wasn't conducted on a wide basis until the late 
Twenties, it's a safe guess that air modeling has a much 
bigger future than it has a past . Two big nationwide 
junior aviation and model plane building programs have 
come and gone: the AIvILA (Airplane Model League of America) 
and the Junior Birdmen of America (sponsored by various 
Hearst newspapers). One that held great promise, Air 
Youth of America, s to help establish junior aviation 
and modeling in the schools. The AYA operated several 
years until the war, then was absorbed by the National 
Aeronautic Association, 

Today there is no national organization promoting 
model aviation among the . The Academy of Model 
Aeronautics, a division of N.A.A., is for those who wish 
to participate in AMA-sanctioned meets and/or try for 
national records. And the Academy does not have sufficient 
funds to do promotional work of any nature. 

Department stores which once represented one of the 
major sources of support for aero-modeling have dropped 
out of the picture completely. And there are no newspaper- 
sponsored clubs today, although some large papers put on 
annual meets or provide a substantial portion of the 
necessary backing . . . 

If newspapers and department stores no longer sponsor 
model clubs, where can the young novice-enthusiast look for 
help? Now that the initial novelty of air modeling has worn 
off it has become an accepted hobby-sport. There is an 
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increasing awareness on the part of the average non-modeling 
citizen that quite a few folks do build and fly model 
airplanes. John Q. Public may even go out on a Saturday 
or Sunday afternoon and look at model airplanes though not 
in the saine numbers as a few years ago. (12, p.)44) 

If the public won' t support model airplane activities, who will? 

The air services of the Armed Forces does indirectly but there are no 

funds set aside for positive use. The newest thing nationally is the 

P1youth Motor Corporation which promotes local, state, and inter- 

national contests, the latter in Detroit. These competitions along 

with the annual NAA competition help to maintain a keen interest 

among modelers who build for prizes as well as fun. 

What about the youngster who wants to learn how to build? What 

is there for him? 

For them schools, Y's, boys' clubs and such groups 
as the Air Scouts should provide the leaders and 
facilities. Not only would modeling in such locations 
help the activity, it would benefit greatly the 
sponsoring organizations. What is needed now and in the 
years ahead is another non-profit, educational AYA that 
can reafly sell air modeling as an exciting and interest- 
ing hobby-sport to the general public, educators, and 
organizations. (12, p.92) 

History ends up with a challenge to the schools, with the 

intimation that air modeling must be sold to educators. The facts 

persist and the data in this thesis support these facts. Youth must 

be given an opportunity to live wisely in an air-age. 



CHAPTER III 

AIR AGE EDUCATION 

Air age education is as broad as education itself, therefore it 

is not the purpose of this thesis to develop course content in the 

aviation education area. However, it is believed that model airplane 

building and construction makes an immeasurable contribution toward 

the accomplishment of the aims and objectives of modern day education. 

In the Report of the Committee on Aviation Education, working 

with the Civil Aeronautics Administration, aviation education is 

defined as follows: 

The term aviation education has, as have many 
additions to the language of pedagogy, taken on a number 
of meanings. To some people, aviation education means a 
specific course; that is, a science of aeronautics 
course on the high school level, or a trade school type 
course for pilots or mechanics; to others it means the 
enrichment of the school experiences of the pupils from 
kindergarten through college with activities and learnings 
appropriate to developing understandings of the world of 
today and tomorrow in which aircraft is effecting 
profound changes. (3, p.IV) 

One of the essential challenges of modern schools is to offer an 

adequate and effective educational program to the children of a highly 

developed and ever changing air age. The goal is to offer a definite 

contribution toward the preparation of children for the air age of 

which they are a part, If children are to be equipped to live 

effectively in this air age they must understand the smallness of the 

earth when measured in hours and minutes instead of by time-honored 

miles. They must understand the effect which the airplane has on 
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national boundaries, national defense, national sovereignty and 

transportation of people and goods. Children must understand the 

social and economic implications of aviation for the family, the 

community, the nation, and the world. Objectively, air-age education 

is trying to equip students to live more intelligent lives in the air 

age of today and tomorrow. 

Model Airplane Construction and Flying 
in the Elementary School 

The emphasis of education in the elementary school is directed 

toward providing a foundation upon which a democratic life can be 

built. Supplementary to this common general education, the pupil 

should be introduced to a wide range of experiences in the areas of 

transportation, manufacturing, construction, and recreation. 

The elementary teacher is provided extraordinary opportunities 

in connection with air-age education, to provide the above experiences 

by utilizing the keen interest vthich children have in airplanes. The 

elementary program should be flexible enough to provide experience in 

aviation as the needs and interests of the pupils arise. The 

instruction does not necessarily involve the planning of a project, 

but good teaching practices will provide well-organized units of study 

built into appropriate curriculum areas. 



Scope of Model Building in the 
Elementary School 

Elementary schools which have already introduced construction work 

into their program provide an ideal setting for the development of an 

air education program. Teachers of' industrial arts may provide and 

encourage opportunities in the building of model airplanes. The 

building program should not be too difficult for children of this age, 

Guidance should be given in the building of such projects as pin wheels, 

bafloons, kites, paper gliders, model airports, and airplane models to 

be assembled from kits. 

The emphasis of modeling in the elementary grades is placed on the 

life reality of schoolwork through a normal realization of the 

manipulative, investigative, artistic, and social impulses. Adequate 

expression of these impulses tends to produce social awareness and a 

generally well-rounded individual. 

Model Airplane Construction and Flying 
in the Junior and Senior High School 

With the greater maturity and increased level of understanding of 

pupils of this age group it is very important that appropriate emphasis 

be given to aviation education. Not only are excellent opportunities 

provided for implementing this training through experiences that may 

be provided in connection with the more general subject courses offered 

in the curriculum, but the vocational aspect of aviation may well be 

stressed for the guidance of pupils contemplating choices in vocations 
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or careers. Generally speaking the high school program is still 

exploratory. However, increased emphasis is placed upon the develop- 

ment of skills, industrial information, and the practical application 

of these in real life experiences. 

Scope of Model Building in the Junior 
and Senior High Schools 

The exact nature which airplane model building will take in the 

high school will be dependent upon the type of existing organization. 

The industrial arts program may rise to the occasion and take the lead 

in the development of aviation in the transportation and crafts shops. 

The development of hobbies and leisure time activities is one of the 

principal objectives of industrial arts. 

Wilber and Neuthardt outline specific objectives of aeronautics 

work in industrial arts as follows: 

1. To provide orientation in a world which will be 
increasingly influenced by the development of 
aircraft. 

2. To increase knowledge about and interest in 
aeronautics through experimentation and construction 
activities with tools and materials. 

3. To suggest hobby and recreational opportunities. 

Lt. To provide information and guidance as related to 
the aircraft industry. 

5. To insure familiarity with various types and 
makes of aircraft and facilitate identification. 

6. To develop practical knowledge about the theory 
of flight. 
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7, To offer constructive experiences in reading and 
making working drawings. (28, pp.9-6O) 

Aviation education as a part of the industrial arts program is 

outlined as follows in a bulletin on Air Age Education in Michigan: 

Teachers of industrial arts may encourage the 
building of model airplanes as a means of studying 
principles of flight and the building of a glider to 
give expience with fufl sized equipment. They may 
arrange facilities for building gas models arid radio 
controlled models where interest is shown, and teach 
certain phases of engine mechanics. 

The following topics and activities are some which 
may be considered: 

1. Model airplane building may be a club activity 
from the seventh grade through the ninth. Airplane 
parts should be made from raw materials whenever 
possible. 

2. A scale model glider or a full-sized glider may 
be built in junior or senior high school as a 
class activity. 

3. The building of a gas model offers the opportunity 
to study the internal combustion engine. 

)1. The study of the internal combustion engine . . 

5. The building of a radio controlled model may be 
offered not as a class project, but to interested 
eleventh and twelfth grade students arid to 
exceptional students in the lower grades. 

6. Laboratory trpe work may be offered through 
cooperative arrangements between shop and 
aeronautics teachers. 

7. Flight experience is recommended in senior 
industrial arts courses. 

8. Study of sircraft construction materials; strengths 
and weights of metal and alloys and structural 
design. (17, p.3Lt) 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE ST1JDY 

During World War II new trends in industrial arts were foreseen 

as a result of the industrial changes wrought by the conflict and 

many predictions were made. The expansion of the curriculum in 

industrial arts seemed inevitable and logical. There was a growing 

consciousness toward a new stress upon the practical arts with the 

resultant decline in the humanistic philosophy which, at times, has been 

a hindrance to progress in education. [Bode (, p.2) in a speech 

remarked, "As long as we keep rotating on the axis of older and 

established values, we get much motion but no progress.' The new 

interpretation seemed to be that industrial arts was a "great inte- 

grating force in the development of a new educational program to meet 

the changing social and economic needs." (, p.31) 

Frank C. Moore, first industrial arts leader to become president 

of the American Vocational Association in 19L9, used this quotation 

from the "Prospectus for Industrial Arts in Ohio" to support industrial 

arts ten years earlier: 

The subject of industrial arts, while encompassing 
all age and school levels, is justified in secondary 
school areas for such purposes as exploration, guidance, 

the development of avocational and vocational interests 

and aptitudes, specific manual abilities, desirable 

personal-social traits growing out of industrial experiences, 

ability to choose and use industrial products wisely-- 

all coupled with the aesthetic relationships involved. 

In general, its purposes are educationally social [italics 

not in original quotation) rather than vocationally 
economic, although in the senior high school it may 
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increasingly emphasize vocational objectives in a non-legal 
sense, for certain students. (23, pp.93-9Lj.) 

It is to be noted that this justification was substantially for 

the secondary level. Since the war, there has been a growing concern 

over industrial arts for aU. Programs in the junior high level are 

increasing but many problems exist before going lower in the 

educational stream. With elementary enrollment rising, obstacles in 

the training of personnel, in making work space available and in 

purchasing expensive equipment may be too reat for communities to 

support. Even before this it must be decided how the program can be 

carried on most effectively. These problems of growth, however, are 

healthy; there can be no stagnation within the field as long as 

problems arise. 

Three Alternatives 

It was intimated in the introduction that industrial arts must 

help to effectively combine community, school and home influence in the 

lives of young people. These influences must be united if democracy is 

to maintain the ideals for which it is known. Therefore, it appears 

that there are three alternatives for model building in youth develop- 

ment and all of these have implications for industrial arts. Model 

airplane construction and flying can be established in three ways: 

1. As a part of the industrial arts program. 

2. As a part of a program of extracurricular activities 
within the school curriculum. 
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3. As a part of a community sponsored program with school 
support and guidance. 

As a Part of Industrial Arts 

When the Nazi war-machine went into action in 1939, it threw into 

the fight the cream of its youth as aviators. General Arnold (li., pp. 

lit?, 169) pointed out that they were well trained and disciplined. It 

was not until the startling and unequaled thrust by the British Air 

Force in the beginning of August of 1914fl that this horde of air-m±ght 

was momentarily stopped and from th±s repulse, the Germans never again 

regained such ari advantage. But where had this power come from? It 

was out of many pre-war years, sadly enough, but more important it was 

out of the schools. Investigation of model building and school programs 

in Germany beginning in l93Li. or of the national scheme as early as 1922 

will reveal the far-reaching planning of its leaders. The total 

contribution made by the introduction of model building within the 

schools starting with the primary grades and reaching beyond the school 

was nearly devastating to the democracies. German youth as a whole 

were instilled with the concepts of aviation and the best of these 

were ultimately trained to use their skills within that service. The 

implications for education are clear if another Pearl Harbor is to be 

avoided. The natural interest and enthusiasm of young people for 

aviation must be utilized now. It should be clear to all that within 

the industrial arts program a place can easily be made for air-age 

education. It will be tragic if education cannot capitalize on the 
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lessons of' the past war and provide an active, air-age program which 

wiU be continuous throughout all grade levels and beyond. Model 

airplane construction and flying coupled with complete, timely and 

accurate information about the aviation industry is important to the 

future welfare of young people and to the security of our country. 

What are some of the implications for industrial arts? In one 

of the most recent books on industrial arts in general education, 

Wilber lists the following objectives: 

1. To explore industry arid American industrial 
civilization in terms of its organization, raw 
materials, processes and operations, products and 
occupations. 

2. To develop recreational and avocational activities 
in the area of constructive work. 

3. To increase an appreciation for good craftsmanship 
and design, both in the products of modern industry 
and in artifacts from the material cultures of the 
past. 

)4. To increase consumer knowledges to a point where 
students can select, buy, use, and maintain the 
products of industry intelligently. 

s. To provide information about, and--in so far as 
possible--experiences in, the basic processes 
of many industries, in order that students may be 
more competent to choose a future vocation. 

6. To encourage creative expression in terms of 
industrial materials. 

7. To develop desirable social relationships, such 
as cooperation, tolerance, leadership and follower- 
ship, and tact. 

8. To develop a certain amount of skill in a number of 
basic industrial processes. (27, pp. )12-Li3) 
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It is well to consider this author's analysis of objectives (27, chap. 

)4) where it is pointed out that mere acceptance of trite phrases and 

then relegating them to the desk drawer is not enough. The eventual 

outcomes of these objectives must be analyzed in terms of' "behavior 

changes" and the teacher must be constantly alert to discover these 

changes in students to determine the actual results of class 

instruction or shop experience. By listing these objectives and 

investigating the opportunities open to air-age education through each 

objective, it will be seen whether or not model building can safely 

become a part of the industrial arts program. 

To explore industry: The model building program within the 

industrial arts shop will contribute enormously to the understanding of 

the industrial world. The studentwill become acquainted with the 

great aviation industry, where they will be encouraged to gather 

usuable information about jobs and occupations within all phases of the 

industry. Youth should be cognizant of the tremendous size and far- 

reaching effect of the aviation industry in the present economy. They 

should be made to realize by their own analysis that the pilot and 

airline hostess are but two of the multitude of important workers 

contributing to this industrial society. Young and old alike often do 

not look beyond the dazzling outward appearances of a few of the most 

conspicuous jobs. Consequently they overlook the variety of mutually 

important jobs which lie in the background. 

Through a visitation program to airports, airplane manulacturing 

centers, engine plants, and design and engineering firms, students can 
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grasp some of the facts concerning materials, processes and methods of 

manufacturing. They will begin to read and talk more intelligently 

about the air-age. They will recognize the importance of shop methods 

within the school environment. 

To develop recreational and avocational activities: The authors 

have been keenly aware of the value of hobbies in promoting natural 

interests within the shop. Students ask more questions of the instruc- 

tor in an honest, inquiring manner. They spend more time and take 

greater pride in the school or home shop. They read more extensively, 

not only within their own field but in others as well. This sympathetic 

attitude is characteristic of craft activities, Moreover, model 

builders contribute more to the class in discussions and leadership. 

During the study, the authors have had an opportunity to witness the 

effect of model airplane building of today on the related knowledge of 

the builder. The model builder must strive for an understanding of the 

basic principles of electricity, physics, machine-work, power plants 

and radio, as well as the fundamentals of aerodynamics. All this has 

resulted from the growth of the model airplane industry to include gas- 

powered, jet-propelled and radio-controlled models. Recently a group 

of educators was talking about this and one remarked emphatically, 

tiThese youngsters know more about these things than I do. I can't keep 

up with them." 

To increase an appreciation for good craftsmanship and design: 

The individual who builds for pleasure or competition is constantly 

striving for perfection. The day of making letter-holders and candle- 
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sticks is past if initiative and perseverance can be captured through 

model building enthusiasm. By a study of the development of model 

airplane construction, a parallel to the historical development and 

design of the real plane is drawn. History and the present day become 

important to each other. The model builder who "takes hold" of his 

hobby will redesign and evaluate his products. He will recognize good 

and poor design and will apply these principles to his work. 

To increase consumer knowledges: The industrial arts instructor 

who successfully carries on model building within his program will 

unfold many student attributes which help to insure successful living. 

As a consumer, the young person is often encouraged to become a wage- 

earner, hciwever small his contribution to his own support may be He 

will appreciate the value of money and the labor required to secure it. 

As a result, he examines and critically appraises merchandise which he 

buys for his building activities. He learns about trade names, 

materials, construction features and quality. He buys more wisely and 

cautiously and, finally, he will use judgment in handling his purchases 

so as to obtain full value from their use. Waste and carelessness will 

not become a part of his shop experience any more than a part of his 

model building. 

To provide more information about industries so that students iy 
be more competent to choose a vocation: Since the teacher is expected 

to become a more effective instrument within the guidance program and 

since guidance through the informational service must provide young 

people usable information about opportunities and jobs, the teacher 



cannot afford to ignore the tremendous growth of the aviation industry. 

The air age can be correctly interpreted through model airplane 

construction and flying in a shop program. Often tentative choices of 

an occupation are made on the basis of these experiences. The student 

riU be better able to analyze his abilities, aptitudes, interests and 

limitations as a result of his shop activities. The keen interest 

maintained through the model-building phase will enable the instructor 

to carry out studies in aviation occupations. 

To encourage creative expression: The ultimate value of any 

educational process is the ability acquired by the student to think 

independently and plan accordingly. In the model-building phase of a 

shop program, the student who works willingly without coercion becomes 

increasingly able to develop plans, select materials and build new and 

original projects. This mental growth increases his pro'olem-solving 

technique and materially heightens his independence. He has a better 

understanding of the fundamentals involved when industry goes to work 

to produce a new product. 

To develop desirable social relationships: An interest common 

to an activity like model airplane construction and flying wifl bring 

unity to a group of young people. It promotes the same characteristics 

as teamwork in sports events, where several work cooperatively to 

achieve success for their group in competition with another group. The 

more highly skilled the craft becomes, the more helpful its members 

become to one another. This is the typical American spirit, a far-cry 

from the secrecy accompanying the craft-work of recent years. A building 
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program within the school contributes to group spirit, loyalty, 

cooperation, leadership and, equally important, good follower 

characteristics. The well-organized, democratic personnel system in 

any shop exemplifies early in life the essence of the work-world 

intrinsic in every life situation. 

To develop a certain amount of skill: The most important aspect of 

an aviation program within a shop lies within the contributions made to 

this objective. The keen interest of the model airplane enthusiast in 

not one but several areas of the shop is the fundamental goal of every 

shop instructor. Establishing skill in electricity, wood, metal, 

automotive and air transportation, and other areas provides a rich 

exploratory experience for every student. The model airplane builder 

works actively and skillfully in many areas and he knows that he must 

work with precision to master the techniques of building and flight. 

Recognizing the importance of related information, the builder does not 

have to be driven to it but actively seeks this information to apply it 

as a part of the intimate knowledge of the craft. 

Wilber and Neuthardt reiterate this importance of model aviation 

when they say: 

There must come a realization that aviation is the 
most important development in ages and that it offers an 
opportunity to industrial arts as well as a challenge 
calling for adjustment to new conditions. The fact that 
teachers may not be prepared, in a technical sense, to 
teach this new work must not interfere with its immediate 
introduction. The challenge is clear and industrial arts 
teachers must arise to the occasion. (28, p.8) 
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The Role of Model Aircraft Construction 
and Flying as an Extracurricular Activity 

There has been a great degree of correlation between the Civil 

Aeronautics Administration and public education, in a combined effort 

to help the schools of America adjust themselves to the technological 

and cultural needs of the air age. 

As a result of the close relationship between the air age and 

modern living, emphasis has shifted to the infusion and integration of 

aviation subject-matter into existing courses in all departments of the 

public school program. This infiltration was summarized in Chapter III 

of this thesis. 

The importance of the club program in any school is directly 

proportional to the degree in which the classroom subjects are 

formalized. The likelihood that boys and girls will find dynamic 

purposes in the content of the conventional subject taught convention- 

ally according to a syllabus is very small, Seldom is the all-school 

program so liberally conceived and executed that there is no need for a 

club program. 

Schools which offer opportunity for construction purposes by 

opening their industrial arts shops after school hours offer an ideal 

situation for club work in modeling. The club should be open to pupils 

who wish to come on a voluntary basis, with the privilege of using the 

industrial arts shops for the construction of club-type projects. 
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Model Aviation Clubs in the Community 

Model aircraft clubs which are found in every section of the 

country have done much to create and maintain interest in model aircraft 

construction. 

Early miniature aircraft did well if they stayed in the air a few 

seconds. So great have been the improvements, however, that seconds 

have lengthened into minutes. With progress has come competition, so 

that today a modeler not only takes pride in his workmanship but builds 

with the realization that the performance of his model must measure up 

to that of other modelers in his own club and possibly in clubs 

representing other sections of the community, state and nation. A 

builder who merely makes a model for his own satisfaction fails to 

secure the enjoyment possible in making model aircraft as a participant 

in a contest where the inventiveness, ingenuity, and craftsmanship of a 

number of builders are in competition. 

Sponsorship of Clubs 

Some model aircraft clubs are sponsored by and for groups of 

aviation enthusiasts to give mutual assistance to members and to secure 

the advantage of group activities. City playgrounds and public schools 

have led in forming and carrying on model aircraft clubs. So popular 

is the subject of model aircraft that a number o± prominent newspapers, 

magazines, stores, and other groups have sponsored model aircraft 

clubs. 



Model airplane building and flying are included in varying degrees 

in programs of our public schools, the Air Scouts, Wing Scouts, Boys' 

Clubs, Campfire Girls, Civil Air Patrol Cadets, Science Service Clubs 

and other nationally recognized groups. However, sponsorship appears 

to be a troublesome obstacle for many of our present-day clubs. This 

fact will be brought out more clearly in the treatment of the 

questionnaire. 

The governing body for model aeronautics in the United States is 

the Academy of Model Aeronautics, an educational, scientific, non- 

profit organization established as the clearing house for all aero- 

modeling activities. 

In the Club and Chapter Manual the Academy of Model Aeronautics 

offers this encouragement . . 

In communities where one or more youth aviation 
programs have been instituted, far greater benefits 
may be obtained by coordinating programs and activities. 
Already this has been accomplished in many localities 
by NAA Chapters and AA Chapters. In other cases, 
joint committees have been appointed, on which all local 
groups are represented. In any event, the trend is 
toward coordinated youth aviation activities in local 
communities. The Academy believes this to be a healthy 
trend and is committed to advance this type of program 
planning at every opportunity. 

When seeking sponsorship for aeromodeling activities 
in your community, do not overlook the local service 
clubs--Exchange, Rotary, Kiwanis, Lions, Chamber of 
Commerce, Junior Chamber of Commerce, and others. Almost 
without exception you will find them ready and willing to 
lend every assistance. The National Exchange Clubs were 
the first service organization in the United States to 
include officially in their national program the 
advancement of model aviation, The partplayed by 
Exchange Clubs in developing and expanding model aviation 
in this country has been an extremely vital one. Just let 
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them know that you are interested and you will find that 
they'll respond with active support. 

Do not fail to contact your local newspapers arid 
radio stations for support of your model aviation program. 
You will generally find them only too glad to lend a helping 
hand not only through publicity, but in many cases the 
offering of trophies and other contest prizes. It is not 
uncorron for newspapers to sporsor contests and often to 
back the entire club and its program. (2, p.6) 

Club Programs 

The club programs in general are much alike The members meet in 

regular sessions about twice a month. The meetings seem to be a source 

of trouble for most clubs. However, the meetings may retain more 

interest if they serve as sessions of instruction. 

Training sessions may take form in several ways. 

First, well knovri figures in aviation and model aviation appearing 

before the club will stir up interest among the members and will 

publicize the club. 

Secondly, motion pictures on aviation can be used for instruction- 

al and informational purposes. 

Third, the weekly meetings give the beginners a chance to work out 

their problems of construction and design. 

Fourth, the meetings can offer experience of much educational 

value by conducting field trips and outings. 

Fifth, every model club should plan and vary its technical and 

business sessions with social gatherings. This will increase interest 

in the club and serve to hold the interest of the members who might 



otherwise grow weary of an over-abundance of scientific discussion. 

Model Aircraft Contests 

There is no finer way to stimulate interest among a group than 

by contests, in which the skill and ingenuity of one are matched 

against those of others. 

It has been suggested by the Academy of Model Aeronautics (2, p. 

16) that the entrants be divided into three groups: 

Group I--Junior: Any entrant not yet 16 years old; 

Group II--Senior: Any entrant 16 to 21 years old; 

Group III--Open: Any entrant over 21 years old. 

Where membership is limited, however, contestants may be broken up into 

groups which would serve the situation to a better advantage. 

The Academy of Model Aeronautics will sanction model aircraft 

competition which is conducted by recognized contest directors accord- 

ing to specific official regulations. The Academy classifies contests 

and record triais as follows: 

Record Trials--A contest conducted for the sole 
purpose of providing an opportunity and facilities for 
attempts to establish or surpass official model aircraft 
speed or duration records, with no special awards 
offéred to the winners. 

Class A Meet--A contest in which entry is 
restricted in any way; a closed competition. 

Class AA Meet-A contest in which entry is 
unrestricted and which is open to all licensed model 
flyers. 



Class Ali Meet--State or regional championship 

contest which is large in size, draws many contestants, 

and offers important awards. 

Class AAAA Meet--National or international 

championship contest which offers traditional trophies. 
(2, p.L) 

The following areas are those classified by the Acadeniy of Model 

Aeronautics in the Official Model Aircraft Regulations bulletin, (1) 

1. Gas models--free flight 

2. Gas models--control line speed 

3. Jet models--control line speed 

Li. Compressed gas motor models 

S. Towline gliders 

6. Indoor models--rubber powered 

7. Outdoor hand-launched gliders 

8. Indoor hand-launched gliders 

9. Control line precision acrobatic 

lo. Control line novelty acrobatic 

li. Control line flying scale 

12. Radio control 
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CHAPTER V 

TREATMENT OF DATA FROM QUESTIONNAIRES 

This chapter is concerned with the information obtained directly 

from active clubs in the three west-coast states. The first list of 

33 west-coast model airplane clubs was obtained from the Academy of 

Model Aeronautics, Washington, D. C. and questionnaires were mailed 

in February 19S0. The response obtained is indicated in Table I. 

Table No. i 

Number of Responses to 
the first questionnaire by States 

Number Returned 
Questionnaires Completed Incomplete Total 

State mailed No. % No. No. 

California 23 il 117.8 11 17.11 i 6.2 

Oregon 11 3 75.0 0 00.0 3 75.0 

Washington 6 5 83.14. 0 00.0 5 83.11 

Totals 33 19 57.5 11 12.1 23 69.6 

The four incomplete returns from California included two from clubs 

disbanded and two from clubs which had moved, left no address or were 

classified as unknciwn" by their post offices. 

It was not until the May issue of Air Trails Magazine that a clue 

to additional clubs was found, The "Modeiplane Club Directory" which 

appeared in that issue offered ari opportunity to enlarge upon the 
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survey and to improve its effectiveness. The directory presented a 

nation-wide list of clubs but since the thesis was directed toward 

club work in west-coast areas, the selection was limited. The directory 

listed 79 clubs in California, 22 in Washington, and 11 in Oregon. From 

these a new list of clubs was arranged, omitting clubs previously 

covered so as to eliminate duplicates. Questionnaires were mailed 

April 17, l9O, and the response from this second inquiry is indicated 

in Table II. 

Table II 

Number of Responses 
to the Second Questionnaire by States 

Number Returned 
Questionnaires Completed Incomplete Total 

State mailed No. % No. No. 

California 614 iS 23.3 lO 15.6 

Oregon 7 It S7.2 0 00.0 

Washington 17 14 23.5 14 23.S 

25 39.1 

14 7.2 

8 147.0 

Totals 88 23 26.1 114 1S.9 37 142.0 

The ten incomplete returns from California consist of two clubs 

disbanded and eight clubs which were not reached because of 

"insufficient address." In Washington, one of the four incomplete 

returns indicated disbandment arid three were marked "insufficient 

address" by postal authorities. 



The total recapitulation of responses is indicated in Table III. 

Table III 

Recapitulation of Responses by States 

State 
Questionnaires 

mailed 
Completed 
No. % 

Nuither Returned 
Incomplete Total 
No. % No. 

California 87 26 29.9 li 16.1 L1D L6.O 

Oregon 11 7 63.6 0 00.0 7 63.6 

Washington 23 9 39.0 L 17. 13 6.S 

Total 121 1i2 3Li.7 16 lL.8 60 !9.5 

As far as the survey shows, California appears to have four times 

the number of Washington clubs and eight times the number of Oregon 

clubs. This was roughly the sanie proportion which existed between the 

states in the club listings obtained from each of the two sources. 

Furthermore, the population statistics for the year 19Lt0 show that: 

State Population % Increase over 1930 

California 6,907,387 21.7 

Oregon l,089,681t lL.2 

Washington 1,736,191 11.1 

There is some correlation between population and number of clubs, 

particularly between Washington and California. Oregon, according to 

preliminary reports on the 19% census seems to have a most promising 

future and its percentage of increase of population over the l9LO census 
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should be phenomenal. Along with the increase will come the inevitable 

rise in school populations, community activities and intercity club 

competition. 

It is interesting to note, however, that none of the Oregon club 

questionnaires were returned incomplete. In addition the percentage 

of response in each case was nearly twice that of the other two states. 

This is perhaps an indication of the stability and seriousness of 

purpose of the Oregon clubs. Or this attitude may have been influenced 

by the fact Oregonians took more seriously a study from an Oregon 

school than did the clubs of other states. 

Although California has the greatest number of clubs, they also 

have the largest flucbiation in club status. Nearly 20% of the 

questionnaires were returned incomplete and 5)% were not returned at 

all. Washington had approximately the same number of incomplete 

returns but their response was greater. Only U% of the Washington 

clubs failed to return questionnaires. By comparison, Oregon had a 

63.6w return and none were incomplete. It would be worth-while to 

follow up this study in ten years to see whether Oregon continues this 

trend in its model airplane clubs. 

Age Level of Club Members 

Between 1930 and l9LO, model airplane activities were confined to 

the junior and senior high school age groups. Adults took only a 

passive interest. Even with the introduction of the miniature gas 



engine, little response by adults was noted and the hobby remained in 

the hands at' school-age enthusiasts. Proffitt (2h, p.l3) in 193h sub-. 

mitted data on high school model airplane clubs. Eight hundred and 

sixteen public high schools in cities of various sizes throughout the 

United States were surveyed. The results showed that approximately 

one-fourth of the junior high schools that had clubs of any kind had 

aviation or model airplane clubs. The junior high level at that time 

had a larger percentage of airplane clubs than any other trpe of school. 

In the junior high school, one out of every members was a girl while 

in the senior high school the ratio increased to one in six. The ratio 

of girls to boys in this current survey remains approximately the same 

for the junior high school while the ratio in the senior high has 

dropped to one girl in LtO. Adult females however, have taken an inter- 

est in this activity and there is approximately one adult female to 

every 28 adult males. Proffitt further reported that "the hobby value 

is the one most often reported as of first importance for aviation 

clubs." (2)4, p.13) 

The fact that adults no longer take merely a passive interest in 

model airplane building and flying is proven by the degree of activity 

of adult members in the )42 airplane clubs. Out of 126)4 club members, 

over half ()4% or 86)4 builders) are adult, out-of-school members. At 

the same time, there is unquestionably some correlation between this 

fact and the type of activity carried on to the greatest degree in these 

clubs. According to Table XIV, 82% of the builders in these clubs 

participate in gas-model building and flying, the type of activity 
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which, with the exception of jet and radio-controlled flight, is the 

most expensive type of model airplane building. Adult members are in 

a better position to afford this kind of hobby. As a contrast to this 

apparent economic independence, the survey shows that in spite of the 

superiority in numbers of adult members, 81.6% (Table Ix) of the clubs 

would like to have school help. This attitude may offer a valuable 

clue to educators as they ponder public relations, school-community 

attitudes and the like. 



Table IV 

Age Level of Club Methership 

-- 

Club 
No. 

- 

Elementary 
Membership 

Boys i:": 

Junior High 
Membership 

Bors_ Girls 

Senior High 
Membership 

Boys Girls 

Adult 
Membership 

Men Women 

Total 
Club 

Membership 

i o o 19 0 10 0 8 3. 38 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 2 li 

3 0 0 3 0 10 0 17 0 30 
11 6 0 2 0 7 2 16 L 37 

2 o 14 0 1L O 16 o 36 
6 o o o o o o 5 o 
7 14 0 10 0 3 0 23 1 
8 5 0 )4 O S O 10 0 2L 
9 0 0 0 0 10 0 2S o 35 

10 7 0 2 0 7 0 11 1 28 
11 0 6 o 6 0 23 0 39 
12 0 0 0 12 o 8 0 2)4 

13 0 0 2 0 9 0 5 0 16 
iL O O O O 1 0 17 0 18 
15 1 0 2 0 6 0 12 0 21 
16 0 0 0 0 8 0 23 0 31 
17 3 0 0 0 5 0 19 0 27 
18 0 0 0 0 2 0 10 0 12 
19 5 0 18 0 22 0 17 3 65 
20 0 0 0 0 15 0 12 0 27 
21 0 0 0 0 12 1 32 0 L5 
22 0 0 5 o 15 0 30 0 50 
23 0 0 11 0 12 0 12 0 35 
2)4 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 9 
25 0 0 12 0 6 0 12 2 32 
26 2 0 2 0 9 0 25 1 39 



Table IV (Con't) 

Elementary Juxiior High Senior High Adult Total 
Club Membership Membership Membership Membership Club 
No. Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Men Women Membership 

27 0 0 12 0 8 0 12 0 32 
28 0 0 3 0 7 0 9 0 19 
29 0 0 14 0 8 1 3 0 16 
30 1 0 2 0 12 0 6 1 22 
31 0 0 0 0 25 0 16 0 141 

32 0 0 0 0 14 0 25 1 30 
33 14 O 6 0 10 0 10 0 30 
314 0 0 14 0 114 0 6 0 214 

35 0 0 14 o 8 0 20 O 32 
36 0 0 14 1 12 0 30 5 52 

37 0 0 0 0 3 0 3 0 6 
36 0 0 6 0 5 0 20 0 31 
39 1 0 3 0 5 1 8 0 19 
140 0 0 0 0 5 0 18 2 25 
14' 14 0 8 2 15 14 10 o 

o o 5 0 5 0 5 0 15 

Totals 149 0 163 3 352 9 660 214 12614 

%oí' 14.0 0. 12.9 0.3 28,0 0.9 52. 2.0 100% 

t&) 
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Activity cl' Club Members 

The problem in nearly every club, regardless of type of activity 

carried on, is to keep 100% of its membership actively engaged in 

the current affairs of the club, It is not uncommon for club rolls 

to swell with memberships during recruiting drives, special events 

or other periods of particularly entertaining club-life; to wane 

rapidly during a long, routine period of business meetings and other 

perfunctory tasks. Maiy clubs have two lists of members, one for 

regular dues-paying members and the other for the "irregulars" who 

attend functions only occasionally and offer little support in 

financial and other recognized obligations. It was surprising to find 

that 2 clubs (S9.S%) estimated that all of their members participated 

actively in club affairs. (Table V). Only four clubs (6.3%) estimated 

that less than half' of their members were active. In the final 

aggregation, 83% of the membership of' the L2 clubs were considered 

active members and this figure represents the acme of club success. 



SS 

Table V 

Degree of Activity of Club Members 

Club Total Active Per Cent 
Membership Members Active Members 

1 38 38 100% 
2 114 lL 100 

3 30 25 83.L. 

14 37 37 100 

S 36 36 100 
6 SS 25 145.5 

7 140 140 100 
a 214 214 100 

9 35 30 85.7 
10 28 28 100 
11 39 39 100 
12 214 10 141.6 

13 16 16 100 
1h 18 18 100 
15 21 21 100 
16 31 31 100 
17 27 27 100 
18 12 6 So 
19 65 55 814.6 

20 27 27 100 
21 145 30 66.7 
22 50 30 60 
23 35 35 100 
214 9 9 100 
25 32 16 50 
26 39 39 100 
27 32 32 100 
28 19 19 100 
29 16 16 100 
30 22 8 36.1 
31 141 32 78.1 
32 30 20 66.7 

33 30 20 66.7 

314 214 214 100 

35 32 32 100 
36 52 111 78.9 

37 6 6 100 
38 31 16 51.6 

39 19 6 31.5 

140 25 25 loo 
14]. 143 32 714.5 

142 15 15 100 

Totals 12614 1050 83.0 
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Trends in Lembership 

Since the end of the war, there has been increased apprehension 

among model airplane builders that this hobby was losing ground. 

Public support and interest seemed to be languishing and clubs were 

accused of being less energetic. No figures, however, have been 

released to show whether or not this fear was justified. This survey 

of west-coast clubs, however, shows that 12 of the L2 clubs were over 

ten years old, the oldest being 15 years (Table VI). By contrast, 

11 clubs were organized in the two years of l9L6 and 19)47 alone. 

There were probably three causes for this period of activity: 

(1) stress on aviation by the anned forces from l9IO-l9L5, (2) corre- 

sponding influence of commercial air lines during same period, and 

(3) increase in pedagogical literature emphasizing air-age education 

in these years. Chart No. 1 shows the number of clubs organized on 

the west-coast by years from l93 through l919. It would appear that 

there is no real basis for the fear that club activity is decreasing 

vthen this chart is consulted, The organization of clubs on the west- 

coast seems to be at a par with pre-war years. 

Although there was a falling off from the peak years of l9L6 

and 19)47, there is some indication of further increases in 19O-l95l. 

Figures representing the largest membership totals and smallest 

membership totals fall almost exclusively in the years 19)45 to the 

present. Fluctuation in membership such as this is not always healthy 
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but this, plus the fact that more clubs were organized during these 

same years shows a marked degree of interest in model airplane 

activities in the postwar era. 



Table VI 

Membership Trend 

Club Dat TAge of Present Largest Smallest 

No. Organized Club Membership Membership Year Membership Year 

i l9L9 i 38 ia l9L9 38 19O 
2 19b6 )- iL 16 19J7 10 19L8 

3 1937 13 30 78 l91 l l9L.7 

11 19h? 3 37 37 19S0 114 19)47 

1939 11 36 72 19)41 32 19)46 

6 1938 12 1950 -- - 
7 19)46 )4 )4o 7 19)47 1 19)49 

8 19)49 1 2)4 2)4 19O 10 19)4.9 

9 19)46 )4 3S 60 19)47 3 19S0 

10 19)4.9 1 28 37 19)49 28 1950 

11 19)48 2 39 )46 19)49 20 19)48 

12 19)46 )4 2)4 5 19)48 -- -- 

13 19)48 2 16 25 19)48 i5 19)49 

iLL 1937 13 18 2)4 19)46 13 1939 

15 1938 12 21 26 19)48 12 19)45 

16 19)45 5 31 31 1950 8 19)45 

17 19)4)4 6 27 35 19)48 27 1950 

18 1914.8 2 12 27 19)49 5 1950 

19 191)4 6 6 110 19)4)4 11 19)49 

20 1939 . 11 27 hO 19)46 20 19)43 

21 19)414. 6 145 145 1950 -- -- 

22 1937 13 50 60 19)47 -- -- 

23 1935 15 35 62 19)47 5 19)43 

2)4 19)49 1 9 9 1950 6 19)49 

25 -- - 32 36 1950 6 19)4.6 

26 19)47 3 39 So 19)49 25 19)48 

27 19)46 b 32 32 1950 8 -- 



Table VI (Can't 

Clùb 
No. 

Date 
Organized 

Age of 
Club 

Present 
Membership 

Largest 
Membership Year 

Smallest 
Membership Year 

28 l9L2 8 19 62 l9)5 6 l918 

29 l91 16 23 191t7 16 19S0 

30 l9L7 3 22 30 19Lt7 1L 19L.8 

31 1938 12 Lii 52 19)45 36 19)4.6 

32 1939 U 30 14)4 19146 10 19)45 

33 19)4.6 14 30 145 19146 20 19)49 

3)4 19)43 7 2)4 35 19)46 8 19)45 

35 19)45 5 32 140 19)48 12 19)47 

36 19)46 14 52 140 19)49 7 19)47 

37 19)46 14 6 6 1950 3 19146 

38 1939 11 31 140 19)46 - -- 

39 19)46 14 19 70 1914.8 7 19)49 

140 19)47 3 25 140 19)49 25 1950 

Lii 19)47 3 143 14)4 19)48 12 19)47 

142 1939 11 15 140 19145 8 19)43 
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Methods of Club Sponsorship 

Item 6 of the questionnaire attempted to seek the method of 

sponsorship of the clubs surveyed. 

Table VII 

Method of Club Sponsorship 

Sponsor No of Clubs 

SelfSponsored ......... 29 

BusinessConcern ............ 6 

Service Organization ........... 7 

Church ................. . o 

School ................... 

It was suggested in Chapter IV that clubs should obtain adequate 

sponsorship and yet Table VII reveals that 69% of the clubs surveyed 

are self-sponsored. Many of the clubs prefer independence, for 

instance the f ollowing quotations were related in the questionnaires: 

".....Service clubs claim too much responsibility. We 
go along by ourselves." 

".....Self sponsored by group interested in model aviation-- 
active group of flyers banded together for the enjoyment 
of model work." 

"No sponsor, we run the club.....11 

"No one sponsors us, we have found after l years that 
sponsors are more trouble than they are worth." 
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On the other hand one club claimed that "no one apparently is 

interested" in sponsoring their club, but went on to say that they had 

not solicited a sponsor. However, three clubs indicated a desire to 

find a sponsor. 

The results of this survey show that clubs, for the most part, 

are not obtaining adequate sponsorship. There is also an indication 

that clubs are finding difficulty in obtaining desirable sponsorship. 

Of great significance to educators is the fact that not one school was 

mentioned as a sponsor, although some help by schools was revealed. 

It is important to note that as many business concerns sponsor 

clubs as service organizations. However, to reduce limitations imposed 

by self-sponsorship, and to eliminate dependence on business concerns 

the Academy of Model Aeronautics stresses the possibility of sponsor- 

ship by community clubs and service organizations. More attention to 

sponsorship should be offered by service organizations, churches, and 

schools who are or should be in a position to provide unbiased 

leadership. 

School Aid to Clubs 

Question 7 attempted to determine if the clubs appreciate school 

help in club activities. The results are tabulated in Tables VIII and 

Ix. 

In Table VIII it is noted that 73,9% of' the clubs do not receive 

school aid at the present time. Table IX indicates that 31 of the 38 
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clubs answering would accept school help with their activities. 

Table VIII 

School Aid to Clubs, Short of Sponsorship 

No. of Per Cent 
Clubs of Clubs 

Clubs Receiving School Aid 11 26.1 

Clubs Receiving no School Aid 31 73.9 

No. of Clubs Represented -- 1.2 

Table IX 

Club Attitude Toward School Aid 

No. of Per Cent 
Clubs of Clubs 

Clubs Desiring School Aid 31 81.6 

Clubs not Desiring School Aid 7 i8.L 

No. of Clubs Represented -- 38 

It must be noted at this point that question 7 reads, ltDo any of 

the nearby public schools help your club in its activities?tt The 

answers were marked either "yes" or "no" , Those answering "no" were 

then asked to indicate if they would like their school to furnish 

instruction and help. However, all clubs answering "yes" in question 7 

also answered question 7b. In each case the answer was "yes,'1 showing 

complete agreement and appreciation of school assistance. 
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Of the seven clubs not wanting school help one club commented 

tabsolutely fl0ti but did not explain its grievance. 

One club qualified its desire for school help by saying tito a 

certain extent't. One club remarked "They (the school) kicked us off 

their grounds". That club evidently would like but does not get 

school help. Another club stated that a "lack of cooperation of 

parents and schools 'dth new and younger members" is one of their 

greatest problems. 

It is significant to note that 81.6% of the clubs want school help 

even though SL% of their membership is over school age. This may be 

supported by the fact that laymen today insist that schools be kept 

open and used after normal school hours. 

Club Participation in Contests 

To determine the extent with which clubs engage in activities 

both in and out of their ovin community, the question of participation in 

local, state, national arid international competition was raised. Forty- 

one of the clubs stated they participated in local contests, and 39 or 

93% of the clubs participated in state contests. The number which sent 

competitors to national contests dropped to 23 or %. Nineteen or 

I6.3% participated in international contests. The latter two figures 

are surprisingly high when the costs of national and international 

contests, in both time and money, are considered. It can very well be 

that the large number of adult builders who have financial independence 
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makes the percentages as high as they are. It was not expected that 

clubs would participate in out-of-state contests to the extent reported. 

This indicates the high degree of activity encountered in model 

airplane clubs of the west coast. 

Iethods by Which Clubs Finance Cost 
of Participating in Contests 

Expenses o± participation in conteste away from home must come 

from club members or sorne other source. Usually the routine costs of 

operating a club are financed from club dues. Therefore, the question 

of financing the participation of club members in contests away from 

home was raised. In tabulating the results of this question it can be 

noted in Table XI that members of forty clubs finance their own expenses 

in away-from-home, Two clubs failed to indicate their method of 

financing participation. Three clubs receive some aid from their spon- 

sors while three more clubs receive partial aid from club funds. 

Table XI indicates that in most clubs each member must be prepared to 

finance his own participation in contests when traveling away from his 

own locale. 

Methods of Obtaining Prizes 
for Local Contests 

When skill and ingenuity of one person are matched against the 

accomplishments of others, awards may be of value to stimulate interest. 

Since the cost of financing a local contest may place a financial 
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Table XI 

Methods of Financing Costs in Contests Avay from Home 

Club From Builders 
No. Funds From Sponsor From Club Funds 

:i X - - 
2 x - - 

3 x - - 
X - - 

X X - 
6 - - 

7 x - - 

8 - - - 

9 x - - 
lo X - - 
11 X - - 
12 x - - 

13 x - - 
X - - 

15 x - - 
16 x - - 
17 x - - 
18 x - - 

19 x - - 
20 x - - 
21 x - - 
22 x - - 
23 x - 
21 x - 

25 x - - 

26 x - - 

27 x - - 

28 x - - 
29 x - - 
30 x - - 

31 x - - 
32 x - - 
33 x - - 
3L. X - - 

35 x - - 

36 x - - 
- - - 

38 x x - 

39 x x - 
¿40 X - X 
lii x - - 
¿12 x - - 

Totals ¿10 3 3 
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stress on the club it may wish to solicit the endorsement and financial 

help of merchants and others in providing prizes. Table XII indicates 

the methods used in obtaining prizes for local contests. 

In 13 cases the club itsell' shoulders the burden of buying prizes 

for contests. One club obtains prizes from merchants and its sponsor. 

In 28 cases clubs receive the endorsement and the help of business 

sources of the community. 

Builders in Selected Areas 

The Academy of Model Aeronautics outlined 13 major building areas 

in its Official Iode1 Aircraft Regulations bulletin. Many of these 

areas are broken down further according to type and design. Conse- 

quently, the activity of a builder may come from a choice of over 3 

areas. For simplicity the authors chose a more general classification 

of nine to determine the areas most popular to the builders. 

Activity is unlimited in any phase of model aviation. Bearing 

this in mind, Tables XIII and XIV indicate about as many persons 

build "gas models" as those who build in all other areas combined. 

Eighty-two per cent of the builders build in the gas model area. The 

next most popular building area is rubber powered models, drawing 21 

per cent of the builders, closely followed by the glider area which 

draws slightly over 19 per cent. 

It is interesting to note that only about three per cent of the 

builders operate in either the jet or the radio-controlled model 



Table xii: 

Methods of' Obtaining Prizes for Local Contests 

Club Club Merchants Sponsor Other 
No. Funds Funds Funds Sources 

i X - - - 
2 x - - - 

3 x x - - 
X X - - 

s X X X - 
6 x x - - 
7 x x x x 
8 x - - - 
9 x x - - 

lo X X - - 
u X - - - 
12 x x x - 
13 - - - - 
iL x x - - 
15 x - - - 
16 x - - - 
17 x x x - 
18 x - - - 
19 x x - - 
20 x x x x 
21 x x - - 
22 x x - - 
23 x - - - 
21 x x - - 
25 - x x - 
26 x x - - 
27 x x - - 
28 x x - - 
29 x x - - 
30 x - - - 
31 x x - - 
32 x x - - 
33 x x - x 

3L. x - - - 
35 x x x - 
36 x x - - 

38 x x x x 
39 x - - x 

- - - 
141 X - - - 
14.2 ___x x - - 

Totals 39 27 8 s 
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aircraft areas. Cost may be an influencing factor in this choice, 

however, since it waild take an initial, layout costing thirty dollars 

and upward. The fact that jets made an appearance so recently, only 

in 19h8, may be another major factor limiting the number of builders 

in the jet area. 



Table XIII 

Builders in Selected Areas 

Club Rubber Gas Exhibition Jet Radio- Experimental In-Door 

No. Gliders Powered Models Models Models Control Models Models i-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 

2 6 ]J 16 3 2 0 2 0 

3 X X X -- -- -- -- -- 

L 2 2 % o o o o o 

lo l 30 O 2 3 

6 10 lO 30 S 1 1 S 

7 LO LiO 39 15 2 1 6 

8 lO 2L 20 2 o i ì i5 

9 12 2S l 3 0 2 - 12 

10 X X 28 3 1 1 28 x 
11 0 0 2Lt 3 0 0 

12 0 0 2L O 0 3 0 0 

13 -- -- 16 1 -- -- -- 

lL 18 18 18 2 3 0 18 10 

-- 6 21 2 -- -- -- -- 

16 31 10 3 -- -- 

17 3 27 2 3 3 2 

18 -- - 12 1 -- 2 -- -- 

19 0 61 20 0 1 -- O 

20 10 10 27 -- -- - -- -- 

21 -- -- ¿45 -- -- -- -- -- 

22 1 10 50 5 0 5 20 

23 35 20 35 2 0 0 17 

2h. -- -- 6 - -- 3 -- -- 
25 2 3 27 -- 1 2 6 - 
26 12 39 6 3 3 39 6 

27 -- -- 30 2 -- -- -- - 
H 



Table XIII (Cont'd) 

Club Rubber Gas Exhibition Jet Radio- Experimental In-Door 

No. Gliders Powered Models Models Models Control Models Models 

28 6 6 19 10 -- -- 2 

29 -- -- x x -- -- -- -- 

30 3 2 22 2 2 1 1 2 

31 20 20 30 12 3 0 10 2 

32 30 10 3 0 12 2 

33 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - 
314. -- -- X - i -- - -- 

3 2 6 32 2 1 1 

36 -- -- 2 - -- - -- - 
37 2 3 6 - - i - -- 

38 2 6 30 -- -- -- 2 

39 3 3 22 - 1 -- i i 

L0 1 8 2 3 -- 1 3 11 

14.1 7 8 30 7 0 1 2 3 

142 2 lS -- -- -- -- - 

Totals 2145 278 l03L 1143 3L 3L 1714. 13 

x Indicates builders in the area, no number given. 

-- Indicates no response. 

-J 
N) 
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Table XIV 

Number of Builders Participating by Areas 

Building Total Builders Per Cent 
Area in Area Participating* 

Gliders 2)45 19.)4% 

Rubber Powered 278 21.0 

Gas Models 103)4 82.0 

Exhibition 1)43 8.3 

Jet Models 3)4 2.7 

Radio Control 3)4 2.7 

Experimental 17)4 13.7 

Indoor Models 135 10.7 

*Based on total club membership of 126)4 members. 

Instructing the Beginning Builders 

No youngster accomplishes much in the building of model aircraft 

without realizing the essentiality of good workraariship. Since economy 

of materials, attention to details, patience, and persistence are 

necessary for successful building and flying, the question of 

instruction was raised in the questionnaire. 

Table XV represents the findings of the questionnaire. Thirty-six 

of the )42 clubs offer instruction for their niembers. 
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Table XV 

Instructing the Beginning Builders 

By No, of Clubs 

Experienced Mewbers 31 

Advisor 3 

Leader i 

School Teacher i 

Clubs Represented 36 

Degree of Club Activeness 

This section of the questionnaire dealt vdth the degree of 

activeness of the clubs surveyed, Thirty-seven clubs indicated they 

were active the whole year. Five of the clubs were active only during 

the spring, summer, and fall months, 

It is interesting to note that all California clubs indicated 

they were active during the entire year; five of seven Oregon clubs 

stated they were active all year; and six of nine Washington clubs are 

active during the entire year. Table XVI portrays the active season 

for the clubs. 
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Table XVI 

Season of Year That Clubs Are ItIost Active 

Season No. of Clubs 

All year 9 

Spring 2 

Summer 18 

Fall 1 

Winter i 

Spring and Summer 6 

Spring, Summer and Fall 3 

Spring and Fall 2 

L2 

As could be expected clubs are most active during the season that 

flying is most successful. Sunmier appears to be the most popular 

season of the year for model aircraft club activity. 

Problems in Keeping the Club Alive 

The last section of the questionnaire sought the major problems 

in keeping a club alive. Answers to such a question would be difficult 

to tabulate because of the wide range and degree of difficulty 

presented by the problems. 

Table XVII presents the results of the tabulation. Ten clubs 



stated they had no problems at the time that the questionnaire was 

completed. The remaining 32 clubs presented a total of 36 common 

probleme. The greatest problem confronting the clubs was in obtaining 

suitable flying fields for gas models. Since obtaining flying fields 

for U-control and free-flight demands the cooperation of city officials 

and residents of the community in which the field is located, it is 

understandable that this problem should receive much attention. Today, 

v±th regulations governed by the Academy of Model Aviation, it is 

indicated that there are areas in most communities where model 

activities cari be conducted without the banning of certain club activity. 

The community will indicate a healthy interest in flying, just so long 

as it can be conducted with reasonable regard for safety of the public. 

However, it is unfortunate that banning of gas models sometimes occurs 

without giving the activity serious thought. 

Another problem which confronted clubs dealt with their membership. 

Problems of interest, attendance, obtaining new members, club harmony, 

and leadership were most often mentioned. The success of model air- 

craft clubs depends largely upon the leadership of those in charge and 

the interest of club members. No bells ring in connection with model 

aircraft activities to compel attendance. The test of natural interest 

and good leadership are the fundamentals to successful model aircraft 

clubs. 



Table XVII 

Problems in Keeping the Club Active 

Problems No. of' Clubs 

SecuringFlyingSpace . . .......... . . 8 

Keeping iembers Interested . . . ........ . 6 

Holding Interesting Club Meetings . . ...... . 

Holding Contests in Their Area ........... . 

Lack of Indoor Flying Space ............ . 2 

Lack of Cooperation of Parents and Schools . . . 2 

Cost of Building and Flying ........ . . . 2 

Lack of NewMeìthers . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 

Sponsorship . ...... . . . . . . . . . . i 

Leadership . .................. . i 

Lack of aMeetingPlace ....... . i 

Lack of Flying Days . . . ............ . i 

Securing Attendance at Meetings ......... . i 

KeepingClub Harmony. . . . . . ....... . i 

TOTAL 36 

Thirty-two clubs represented. 
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CHAPTER VI 

SU1l1ARY AND RECONDAT IONS 

Sunmiary 

In the early years of' education the foundation of economic 

understanding and a preliminary form of orientation of possible 

leisure-time activities should be established. It is desirable that 

school-sponsored leisure-time activities also lend themselves to the 

double purpose of economic understanding and occupational exploration. 

This is clearly an integral function of general education, and the 

curriculum should include opportunities for student development along 

these lines. 

The exploratory interests of boys and girls are motivated by 

curiosity about things, how they work, how they are made, and what 

purposes they can be made to serve, These interests will begin to 

crystallize into desires as the pupil advances to higher educational 

levels. They reach a peak in adulthood. Model aircraft construction 

and flying may well serve as one medium of activity for the adolescent 

years. 

Model aircraft construction and flying offer the maximum for 

participants in the filling of leisure hours; in the formation of 

attitudes of sportsmanship; in the expression of interest; in the 

securing of pertinent and current information in an important air-age; 

in training for craftsmanship; in the motivating of ingenuity; and in 

the development of other personal characteristics. Model aircraft 
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activity as covered by this thesis may take form in either a pedagogical 

or community club nature. 

One of the essential challenges of modern public schools is to 

offer an adequate and effective educational prograni to youth. Teachers 

of industrial arts encourage the building of model airplanes as a means 

of studying the principles of flight. The shops may arrange facilities 

for building gas models and radio-controlled models, where interest is 

shown, and teach certain phases of engine mechanics. The exact form 

which model airplane construction and flying will take in the schools 

will be dependent upon the interests of thoparticipating. Model 

making may develop in the transportation or crafts shop, or it may 

develop into clubs or hobbies for leisure-time activities. 

The building of model aircraft is the only available outlet for a 

youth to satisfy his craving for flying. It is needless to dwell 

extensively on the educational value of such a program other than to 

say that it forms a natural interest nucleus about which can be 

developed skills, consuirr evaluation, knowledge of materials, arid the 

reading of drawings. In addition to these, an opportunity is afforded 

for a general aeronautical knowledge, the development of nomenclature, 

and a realistic approach to aerodynamics and meteorology. The program 

of model building makes its contribution to society through its 

provision of a leisure-time activity for youth. 

Model airplane building xmist be spontaneous. It can best be 

promoted by building up in the student a real desire to build and fly 

models. Actually all that is needed is a good introduction, arid 



modeling will continue to make its own acquaintances. Once the program 

is started it will sell itself without high pressure sales campaigns. 

Not all students should, or need to, participate. It should be extra- 

curricular rather than curricular, especially if powered models and 

considerable expense are involved.1 

The age-old urge to fly or to make something that will fly is felt 

in every youth. àlmost without realizing why, boys and girls buy model 

airplanes, take them home, and begin the task of making a machine which 

is capable of flight. Here is a need on the part of youth for guidance, 

help, and education. Here is the beginning of a home workshop which 

industrial arts teachers always encourage. Here is the introduction to 

a worth-while hobby. Here is a beckoning road leading away from 

juvenile delinquency. Here may be the bridge to the future. 

The industrial arts teacher can best meet the needs of youth in 

model airplane building, not by giving a rigid course, nor by boldly 

declaring that he will sponsor a model airplane club which all are 

welcome to join. The better method is to follow along gradually so 

that the idea seems t originate within the interest of the individual. 

A model airplane club should be formed around a nucleus of youth 

who are already modelers, or are sincere in their intentions. 

Candidates for membership should prove their sincerity by first 

attempting an all-balsa glider and presenting it to a membership 

committee. Inactive members should be tactfully dropped from the club. 

Davies, Vincent J. A., Dontt Sell Model Building, unpublished paper. 



This should be clearly understood before a youth joins, as his interest 

may change rapidly and he knows it. When a boy feels that he no longer 

has an interest in the club, or that he has a greater interest in 

something else, he should be encouraged to inform the club or its 

leader, He should then be commended for his thoughtfulness and good 

standing while a member. Membership is thus limited and effort is 

2 directed where it will do the most good, 

Since there is no national organization promoting model aviation 

among youngsters, this survey indicates that younger club members need 

guidance along this line. The Academy of Model Aeronautics, a division 

of the National Aeronautic Association, is for those who wish to 

participate in AMA-sanctioned meets, or for those who try for national 

records. The Academy cannot do promotional work unless sufficient funds 

are made available for this purpose, 

It has been pointed out that department stores and newspapers once 

represented the major source of support for aeromodeling. Department 

stores have discontinued this support. Newspapers have discontinued 

active club sponsorship, although some large papers put on annual meets 

to provide a substantial backing of aeromodeling. 

If the normal sources of sponsorship no longer sponsor model clubs, 

where can the youngster look for help? 

The United States Navy is very active and has done more for model 

aviation during the last two years than all the other military services 

2 
Payne, Harold W., Hi-Flying, unpublished paper. 



coinbned, prior to 19L8. In the future the Air Forces support will 

increase. The greatest help from the military will come in the form of 

facilities, bases from which to conduct contests, places in which to 

meet, technical sessions and favorable publicity--publicity which may 

well produce support from non-military organizations. 

The newest naine nationally in modeling is that of the Plymouth 

Motor Corporation. Several thousand Plymouth dealers are actively 

engaged in a program which for the past three years has produced local 

and state meets and an international contest in Detroit, 

Today, we can conclude, none of the sources of sponsorship before 

World War II still exist. However we do find considerable help from 

the Navy, Plymouth Motors, and the Air Force. 

On the national level, a non-profit educational organization is 

needed to present air modeling as an educational hobby-sport to the 

general public, educators, and local service organizations. One 

organization that might be able to do this is the NAA, by reviving its 

Air Youth division. Aircraft and engine manufacturers and airlines 

should be willing to support an NAA Air Youth program. 

However, the results of ,this survey shows that clubs, for the most 

part, are not obtaining adequate sponsorship on either the national or 

local level. It is recommended by the authors that on the local level 

the would-be modelers obtain help from the schools, under the guidance 

of the industrial arts program. Attention should also be offered by 

service organizations, churches, and such groups as the Air Scouts. 

Such sponsorship would not only help the modeling activity; it would 



benefit greatly the sponsoring organizations as well. 

Recommendabions 

The following suggestions which arose from this study are offered 

here with the intention of enriching model construction and flying 

as an activity for school and community support. 

1. No comprehensive study of the history of model 

aviation has been made. The authors recommend that 

a study of this nature be attempted to bring 

together high-lights of leaders in this field. 

2. Model airplane construction and flying must be 

spontaneous. It can best be promoted by building 

up in the individual a real desire to build and fly 

models. 

3. It is agreed that model flying must be controlled by 

a central organization. The NAA and AMA are doing a 

good job but many builders and clubs work independently. 

11. Club leaders and advisers should spend more time with their 

younger builders. Instruction and encouragement of the 

younger menibers should be guided. 

5. Although no attempt was made to determine the degree 

of activeness of schools in model aircraft, it was 

evident that schools can take a more active part. If 

schools are participating at the present time they 



are not working through national authorities. 

6. More attention should be placed upon sponsorship of 

the club. There is a need on the part of youth for 

guidance and help. 

7. The school, through its Parent-Teacher Association 

and other public relations media, should encourage 

community establishment of public recreation areas 

which allow the model enthusiast to work and experiment 

without fear of condemnation. 

8. While "professionalism" is not as prevalent on the 

west coast as on the east coast, it would seem more 

practical to establish a separate category for 

professional flying. The professional should be 

prohibited from competing against amateurs. 

Conclusion 

An industrial arts instructor may be inexperienced in model aircraft 

activities but he should assume an active part in assisting the modeler 

when the opportunity arises. Although the need may not always be 

apparent, schools should recognize that wherever model aircraft building 

exists there is an accompanying desire for greater school participation 

and help. 
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APPENDIX A 

Correspondence and Questionnaire 
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OREGON STATE COLLEGE 
School of Education 
Corvallis, Oregon 

Department of 

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
Industrial-Arts Education 
Industrial-Vocational Education April 17, l9O 

Dear Club Member: 

We are two Industrial Arts teachers who feel that 
model airplane construction and flying should have 
greater support in the public schools of our country. 
Having this in mind, we have chosen this very theme as 
the subject for our Graduate Research in the Industrial 
Arts Division of this college. You cari not only help 
us, but we hope eventually help yourselves as well, by 
giving careful attention to the questionnaire enclosed. 
Other clubs in the states of Washington, Oregon, and 
California will cooperate in the same manner and the data 
furnished will be used as supporting evidence for the 
study. 

If you will fill out this questionnaire accurately 
and return it to us promptly, your assistance will be 
greatly appreciated. 

Good Luck and Happy Landings t 

Francis R. Ferry 
Robert L. Nicholson 



QUESTIONNAIRE 

1. Name of Club 

2. Address 
Street City State 

3. State number of members in each of the f oflowing groups: 

(a) Elementary Grade School (Grades i thru 6) _____Boys _____Girls 

Junior High School (Grades 7 and 8) _____Boys _____Girls 

High School (Grades 9 thru 12) Boys Girls 

Adult members: Men Women 

(b) Total Membership _______ 

(c) Does this total represent active membership? Yes No 

(d) If not, how many are active members? 

(e) What has been your largest number of members? When 
Year 

(f) What has been your smallest number of members? ____ When______ 
Year 

). Date this club was first organized ____________ 

. (a) Naaìe of adult adviser _____________________________ Age 

Address 

Occupation 

(b) Name of club leader 

Address 

Age______ 

Occupation___________________________________________________ 

If a student, where? 

6. Who sponsors club? School Church Local business concern 

Local Service Orgai izat ion _________________________________________ 
(Rotary, Kiwanis, etc.) 
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6. (Conttd) If other, explain: 

7. Do any of the nearby public schools help your club in its 

activities? Yes No 

(a) If yes, name school: 

(b) If no, would you like your school to furnish instruction and 

help your club in its programs? Yes No _____ 

8. Club participates in local state national international 

contests. 

9. Who stands costs of participation in contests away from home? 

Club sponsor model builders themselves If others, 

explain: 

lo. If local contests are held, from whom are prizes obtained? Local 

merchants club funds sponsor's funds . If other, please 

name source 

li. State number of model builders in each of following areas: gliders 

- rubber-powered____ gas jobs____ exhibition scale____ jet 

propelled____ radio control____ experimental____ indoor models 

12. Is instruction given to beginning builders? Yes____ No____ Who 

gives this instruction? _________________________________________ 

13. Is your club active the whole year? Yes No 

During what months most active? 

1)4, How often does club meet? ________________________ 

i. State problems you have in keeping your club active 
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Roster of Model Airplane Clubs 
of the West Coast States 

Responding to Questionnaire 
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ROSTER OF MODEL AIRPLANE CLUBS OF THE VJEST COAST 
STATES RESPONDING TO QUESTIONNAIRE 

California 

1. Altadena Modelaires 
3313 North Raymond Avenue 
Altadena , California 

2. San Gabriel Valley Model Club 
l22 East Foothill Blvd. 
Azuca, California 

3. Bakersfield Gas Model Airplane Ass'n. 
900 - 2 1 

Bakersfield , California 

)4. Delano Thunderbird Club 
Rt. 2, B689-B 
Delano, California 

5. Fresno Gas Model Airplane Club 
716 Waterman Avenue 
Fresno, California 

6. *s Valeers 
lO2lb Eldora 
Glendale, California 

7 . *Sky Kings Model Airplane Club 
6658 West 86th Street 
Los Angeles L15, California 

8. Los Angeles Sod Busters 
1)460 South Robertson 
Los Angeles, California 

9. Los Angeles Thermal Thermal Thumbers 
2222 Sawtelle Boulevard #U4 
Los Angeles 6)4, California 

10. Lynwood Loopers 
3510 Platt Avenue 
Lynwood, California 
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11. Merced Model Club 
322 2Sth Street 
Merced, California 

12, Modesto Flying Circus 
310 H Street 
Modesto, California 

13. *Hefl's Angels of Napa 
120 Fairview Drive 
Napa, California 

i1.. *Oakland Cloud Dusters 
l)-i20 i6th Avenue 
Oakland, California 

is. *Elmhurst Prop Busters 
lL2O h6th Avenue 
Oakland , California 

16. *Areo Lodelers of Alameda 
3567 Custer 
Oakland , California 

17. Palo Alto U-Liners 
707 Laurel Avenue 
North-Palo Alto, California 

18. Sacramento Model Research Ass'n 
36LiJ. Pine Street 
Del Paso Heights 
Sacramento, California 

19. Capital Scream Liners 
96I Fremont Way 
Sacramento, California 

20. *Sky Devils 
2763 Stoddard 
San Bernardiio, California 

21. *San Diego Airliners U-Control Model Airplane Club 
Li.115 Cherokee Avenue 
San Diego, California 

22. *San Diego Aeroneers 
39Li Park Blvd. 
San Diego, California 
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23. *San Francisco Vultures 
1803 Ocean Avenue 
San Francisco, California 

2Li. San Francisco High Hatters 

37% San Bruno 
San Francisco, California 

2. 3*Orange County Thunderfugs 
17S North A Street 
Tustin, California 

Washington 

27. *Bellingham Flying Bees 
223 East Holly 
Bellingham, Washington 

28. Bremerton Prop Spinners 
Civic Recreation Center 
Brenierton, Washington 

29. Everson Model Club 
Everson , Washington 

30. Pullman Birdbrains 
322 Shirley Street 
Pullman, Washington 

31. Seattle Guideliners 
University YMCA 
Seattle, Washington 

32. Walla Walla Gas Bugs 
Spokane Street Y}JICA 
Walla Walla, Washington 

33. *Aeromudlers 
9l Tacoma Avenue 
South-Tac orna, Washington 

3)4. *Apple City Flight Liners 
3)40 North Wenatchee Avenue 
Wenatchee, Washington 
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35. YakiTha Gasha'vcks Model Aero Club 
14110 Main Street 
Yakixna, Washington 

Oregon 

36. Coos Modeleers 
Box 162 
Eastside, Oregon 

37. Coquille Cowl Crackers 
McKinley Rt. 
Coquille, Oregon 

38. *Medford Prop Nuts 
23 North Fir 
Medford, Oregon 

39. *Multnomah Doodlebugs 
3915 Southwest Dakota Street 
Portland 19, Oregon 

140. Portland Stardusters 
5023 Northeast Union 
Portland, Oregon 

141. *Salem Cloud Chasers 
3935 Riversrest Drive 
Salem, Oregon 

142. Salem Model Airplane Club 
21st and Market Street 
Salem, Oregon 

* Indicates club name and address obtained from The Academy of Model 
Aeronautics. (Others from Air Trails Magazine - May, 1950.) 


